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White magic
Craig Tansley lands among the
emptiest snowfields on Earth
for some back-country skiing.

T

here’s an unfamiliar emotion triggered
in a human being in the deathly quiet
moments after a helicopter leaves them
stranded on a lonely, snow-covered
mountain range. It’s partly abandonment – like
that feeling you got on your first day of school as
you watched your mother walk further and
further from the school gates – and partly pure,
unbridled elation; freedom like you’ve never felt
before. Mix the two together and you’re not sure
whether to breakdance or break down, sobbing
like a child into your ski gloves.

“Suck it up,” guide Whit Thurlow advises.
“This is what you came here for.”
Indeed, this is what we came here for: there are
5500 square kilometres of New Zealand’s Southern Alps open to back-country skiing around the
ski town of Wanaka, with seven mountain ranges
to choose from. There are mountains surrounding
us that are so high they completely block out the
morning sun. “There’s something about these
mountains,” Thurlow drawls in his Wyoming
accent. “When you see them in the summer without snow you think: ‘Gee, you mean I can get up

that thing when it’s got snow on it and then come
down it as fast as I can possibly go?’ Human
beings will never be able to lift their arms and fly;
this is the closest we’ll get.”
Mountains stretch as far as the eye can see in
terrain far too dramatic for paved roads. Today
we won’t be using helicopters to take us to the
top of them. “That’s what these are for,” Thurlow
says, pointing at his legs. “This is for purists.
There’s no helicopters causing all that racket, no
ski lifts with kids playing up and parents [yelling].
Look around – there’s no one here to save you.’’

‘‘Traditional’’ heli-skiing is fairly straightforward. Once you overcome the fear that your
pilot could easily remove the heads of your
entire group with a less-than-level approach on a
landing fashioned out of shifting snow, there’s
nothing much to it beyond pointing down and
riding the softest, driest powder snow you could
ever ski (although that’s in no way downplaying
its magic).
But this is different: we’ll be ‘‘skinning’’ across
rugged ridge lines that angle far beyond
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